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Main specications

Longueur 
Length 13.60 m 

7.50 m 

2x320 CV ; 2x440 CV (option) 

Samer Lasta
Lasta Design Studio

Aventura Catamarans / STGI

Bau
Beam

Motorisation diesel
Diesel inboard engines

Constructeur
Builder

Architecture naval & design
Naval architecture & design

Déplacement lège 
Light displacement

17 T 

1 m Tirant d’eau
Draft

Aventura 14 PowerNew 2020



The Aventura 14 power designed by LASTA Design Studio, defies all known codes. Indeed, it offers an 

interior worthy of a real yacht, the standard version with its Master cabin and its 2 guest cabins offers 

volumes never seen on this size.

The 2 guest cabins also benefit from exceptional comfort, but innovation is the possibility of having full 

master aster versions 2 or 3 cabins, 4 identical cabins or even 5 or 6 cabins, of course all with their 

bathroom private

The saloon is also huge with a U-shaped sofa, a kitchen and plenty of storage space, an American-style 

fridge with ice maker, optional wine cellar and dishwasher can be installed, the interior helm station is 

comfortable and complete.

The exterior fittings offer at deck level no less than two squares for meals or relaxation, the interior 

passage without steps between the rear and front squares is also unique allowing easy and friendly 

circulation for a breakfast facing the sunrise or tanning on the 2 large sun loungers…

The Fly bridge with its 27m2 offers a helm station for two, comfortable seats, a dining area, a huge 

sunbathing area and a full kitchen with fridge, plancha and sink (optional)

Everyone will find their place on Adventure 14

Equipped as standard with 2 X 320hp (2 X 440hp optional) performance is at the rendezvous and the 

record autonomy with 3,000 liters of diesel (+ 1,000l optional) will allow a range of action without 

competition.

 

Space - Luxury - Innovation
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